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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGEDear Members & Friends,
         

This past week or so, St. Louis has been blessed (or plagued, depending on your

outlook) with good spring rains- the kind appreciated most by a) farmers, b) those of

Scottish descent, and mostly, to be honest, by c) farmers of Scottish descent.

Wonderful for the crops, perhaps, but I’m finding out that there’s only so many

times one can exclaim “My mackintosh is drookit!*” before passersby give you a

wide berth on the sidewalk.

Spring always puts me in an agreeably restless frame of mind- I want to get outside

and shake the last dregs of winter out of my system, tie up my ghillie brogues and

dance a kilted fling in the middle of Forest Park.  There’s a lull in the “Celtic

Calendar” through the summer (save the plethora of out-of-town Highland Games)

and I start counting pennies towards a midsummer mini-break in Scotland, simply

because it’s my favorite time of year there, as well;  what with wonderful weather,

18 hours of daylight and much more affordable airfare (now that Globespan flies

direct from Orlando to Glasgow for around $300 roundtrip).

Until said pennies are saved I’ll slake my thirst for the Lowlands with the events we

have planned- the Scottish Socials and a wonderful Scottish Picnic planned for July-

please plan on joining us.  And as for Spring- I believe our bard said it best:

 Now spring has clad the grove in green,                  

And strew'd the lea wi' flowers; 

The furrow'd, waving corn is seen 

Rejoice in fostering showers! (Robert Burns)

 *my raincoat is soaking wet. Aw ra best,

Chris Brennan
Welcome, New Members!!
Margaret and V. Kumar Chopra, Lake St. Louis, MO

Jimmy & Denise Johnston, Lake St. Louis, MO

James & Denise Skelton, St. Louis, MO

Reminder: If you have not yet subscribed to

receiving your Thistle Times by email (in color!)

and you would like to receive it this way, then

please send an email to ssasmail@sbcglobal.net

with "Subscribe to TT by email" in the subject line.

Submissions to the TT always appreciated- please

send to cdmbrennan@yahoo.com.
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No, it’s not an elaborate

way to trap the elusive           

haggis, nor is it a fancy 

Scottish country dance 

routine.  What then is 

this “hobby” that so  

many Scots enjoy?

To go “Munro-bagging”, you first need, of course, a Munro- a Scottish mountain with a height

over 3000 feet. These are named after Sir Hugh Munro (1856–1919), who produced the first

attempt at an exhaustive catalogue of such hills, known as Munro's Tables, in 1891.

Before the publication of Munro's Tables there was considerable uncertainty about the number

of 3000-foot peaks in Scotland, with estimates ranging from 30 to over 300. Sir Hugh Munro's

original list, published in the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal (drat- must have missed my

renewal notice for that publication) in September 1891, listed 538 summits over 3000 feet, of

which 283 were regarded as "separate mountains”.  The term Munro applies to these “separate

mountains”, while the lesser summits are known as “tops”. Munro did not set any measure of

topographic prominence by which a peak qualified as a separate mountain, and much debate has

since taken place over how distinct two hills must be if they are to be considered as two

separate Munros.  (Picture two mountaineers heatedly arguing “it’s a Munro!” “No, it’s a top!”

“M unro!” “Top!”  in some pub in the Highlands, much the same way as American bar patrons

argued “Tastes Great!” “Less Filling!” about Bud Light in the ‘80s.)

             The Scottish Mountaineering Club has

             carried out a number of revisions of the

             tables, both in response to new height data

             on Ordnance Survey maps and to address

             the perceived inconsistency as to which

             peaks qualify for Munro status. As of

             1997, all peaks with a prominence of 500

             feet or more have been given Munro status

             (284 Munros and 227 further subsidiary

tops make the list). This has resulted in the “second” summits of several well-known

mountains, such as Beinn Aliginn, Beinn Eighe, and Buachaille Etive Mor, gaining Munro status.

This is in line with other classification schemes in Scotland, such as the Corbetts (2500–3000

feet) and Grahams (2000–2500 feet), which require a peak to have a prominence of 500 feet for

inclusion.  All are in the Scottish Highlands, north of the Highland Boundary Fault.

Despite their modest height, walking and climbing in the Scottish 

mountains may be made treacherous by their latitude and exposure 

to Atlantic weather systems. Even in summer, conditions can be 

atrocious; thick fog, strong winds, driving rain and freezing summit 

temperatures are not unusual.

Continued on next page

Munro-bagging?

Totally

unsuitable

for

Munro-

bagging



SSAS News and Notes

Winter ascents of certain Munros are widely accepted to provide among the most challenging

ice climbs in Europe. Sadly, some walkers are unprepared for the often extreme weather

conditions on the exposed tops and many fatalities are recorded every year, often resulting

from slips on wet rock or ice.  (Gives new meaning to the song verse “There’s aye a muckle

slippy stane at ilka bodie’s door”, eh?)

Some hillwalkers climb Munros with an eye to climbing every

single one, a practice known as Munro-bagging. Having climbed

all of them, a walker is entitled to be called a M unroist (not to

be confused with those who have an affection for blonde 

actresses who cavort with Presidents and baseball players, know

as Monroe-ists- ha!)

Probably the most famous Munro is Ben Nevis in the Lochaber

area. It is the highest peak in Scotland and the entire U.K, with

an altitude of 4,409 ft. Other famous Munros include Lochnagar,

a mountain near the Royal Castle of Balmoral in the area of Glen

M uick; Sgurr nan Gillean, Sgurr Alasdair and the Inaccessible

Pinnacle, in the Cuillin Hills on the Isle of Skye; Liathach, in Torridon; The Devil’s Point and

Ben Macdui in the Cairngorms; Ben Lomond, the most southerly of the Munros; and

Schiehallion, a mountain often described as lying at the centre of Scotland.

The record for the fastest round of the Munros as of 2006 is held by Charlie Campbell, a

postman from Glasgow, who completed the round in 48 days, 12 hours.  The lengths a

postman will go to make certain your granny receives her birthday card!

 June 21 - Scottish Social at the Scottish Arms. From 6:30 pm. Come

along on Thursday evening and enjoy a time of social interaction with other

members of the Society. The address is 6-10 S. Sarah, off Forest Park Ave.

Phone: 314-535-0551.

Date TBA- SUMMER SOCIETY PICNIC

This will be a (very!) kid-friendly event- please bring your wee bairns!  We’ll

have three-legged races, egg-carrying contests, water-balloon tosses,

mini-golf and good Scottish food!  Details to follow in next month’s Thistle Times.

August 25-26th - Festival of Nations (Tower Grove Park, St. Louis)

September 9th - Festival of Faith and Cultures (Belleville, IL)

Munro-baggers,

circa 1950

Old McMurdoch was dying.  Tenderly, his wife Maggie knelt by

his bedside and asked “Anything I can get you, McMurdoch?”

No reply.  “Have ye no’ a last wish, McMurdoch?”  Faintly came

the answer: “A wee bit of yon boiled ham.”  “Wheest, man!” said

Maggie.  “Ye ken fine that’s for the funeral.”

Guid

ane!



When you think of Scottish sport endeavors, what comes to mind?  No doubt the athletic

fields at the Scottish Games and Cultural Festival in October and the corresponding burly,

bear-like athletes gracing them throughout the weekend.  Sheaf tosses, hammer throws, and

the ubiquitous caber toss, right?  Perhaps you recall the image of Eric Liddle and team running

the beach in Chariots of Fire.  Well, you’re correct- these are Scottish sports.  A few others

may very well surprise you, however- how about surfing and off-road car racing?

  Widely recognized by surfers across the world as the coldest

event in the World Qualifying Series,the O'Neill Highland Open

has been newly upgraded to a maximum 6-star contest in 

recognition of its status as one of the most progressive events

in competitive surfing. Added to that, the second edition of this

ground-breaking surf contest has also been classified as one of

only seven worldwide prime locations on the WQS tour. The

promise of consistent overhead swells and a prize purse 

totaling some $125,000 saw some of the world's best up-and-

coming surfers converge the first weekend in May on Thurso, the northernmost town on the

British mainland. Lying at a spine-chilling 59 degrees north, the mythical reef break of Thurso

East played official host to the event, while a mobile contest format guaranteed competitors

and spectators with the best possible surfing conditions in the region.   In addition to Thurso

East, contest organizers singled out a number of other waves, including the legendary Brimms,

Point of Ness and Skirza - a cobblestone point left-hander located just below John O' Groats.

Other potential targets in case of variable wind conditions (variable wind conditions in the

north of Scotland? Noo…) included the predominantly right-hand Melvich wave and Strathy

beachbreak (this means little to me- any surfers in our membership?!) .  The event’s tagline

included the phrase “pumping swells set against the Scottish coast's rugged backdrop”- not

exactly words used to describe a game of lawn bowling!

In 1932, competitors took a jump into the unknown

when they ventured out on the first ever Scottish

Rally- expected, I guess, since the Scots invented

pavement (McAdam), tires (Dunlop) and the steam

engine (Watt). The face of rallying has changed beyond

belief in the seventy-five years since then, but the RSAC Motorsport Scottish Rally remains

as one of the country’s top motorsport events.

The Scottish Rally Championship consists of 7 forest and 1 tarmac event which take place

across the length and breadth of the country; the

forest rallies take place on land owned by the

Forestry Commission (the upkeep of whose

roads is paid for from the entry fees paid by the

competitors), while the single tarmac event is

held near Dumfries in the Scottish Borders.

continued on the next page

Not just cabers and hammer throws…

Scottish Sport in the 21st Century



Rallying is a series of competitive stages linked by non-competitive road sections, and all the

vehicles which take place must not only be road legal but also have a whole range of additional

safety features such as full harness seat 

belts and rollover cages and must go 

through a rigorous pre-rally check before 

being allowed to compete. Both the driver 

and co-driver also wear protective 

fireproof  overalls and, during the 

competitive sections, crash helmets. 

Rallying remains one of the safest sports 

to compete in. Each competing car needs 

a driver, of course, and a co-driver whose

job it is to keep the crew on the right road and to ensure that they reach the start of the

competitive sections at their allotted time as all the non-competitive road sections must be

traversed at a maximum average speed of 30mph. The competing crews rely on a service crew who

help to keep the car in perfect working order. Service areas are to be found along the rally route

where cars and crews are re-fettled ready for the next series of competitive stages. Rallying is an

exciting sport to watch despite the passage of only one car at a time as they start all the stages

normally at 1 minute intervals. Spectators can get close to the action and see a variety of cars often

at seemingly impossible angles as they battle against the clock and the elements to gain those vital

few seconds over their rivals.  Sounds a bit like highway 64/40 at rush hour on a Friday!

A play by any other name…
          Shakespeare’s tragedy Macbeth, 

                  though historically inaccurate, was 

          based on a real life character in 

          Scottish history- 

          Mac Bethad Mac 

          Findlaich, king 

          of Alba                  

                                  (Scotland) from 

                                  1040 until his 

          death in 1057.  

If this peaks your interest in all things Shakespeare, two events this 

summer can whet your appetite.  Beginning May 25 and performing 

nightly (except Tuesdays) at 8 p.m. through June 17th, “Much Ado 

About Nothing” will be performed in Forest Park by the Shakespeare

Festival of St. Louis.  If you’re fortunate enough to be visiting Scotland 

during June and July you’ll want to check out “Bard in the Botanics”, 

Scotland's only annual outdoor Shakespeare festival.   Set within the spectacular and historic

surroundings of Glasgow's Botanic Gardens, the festival has  proven a hit with audiences and

critics alike.

The local train stopped at a station long enough for the passengers to stretch their legs.

Sniffing the pure, clean air with appreciation, a passenger said to the conductor:

“Invigorating, isn’t it?” “No,” he replied.  “Inverurie.”

Ha
Ha!



Recent Society Photos
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: n. An Irish or Scottish social gathering with

traditional music, dancing, and storytelling.

[Irish Gaelic céilidhe, from Old Irish célide,

visit, from céle, companion.]


